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1 Introduction

Video Place, a company that sells videos through its website, has entered a partnership with Movie Reviews,
a website that lists movie facts and reviews. Video Place and Movie Reviews wish to set up a data integration
system to allow both databases to be accessed at once. Much schema level work is required to do this: a mediated
schema must be developed, mappings must be created between the source schemas and the mediated schema,
and a mechanism must be provided for translating queries over the mediated schema into queries over source
schemas. In addition, if Video Place and Movie Reviews want to change their previous queries to retrieve data
from both sources, queries must be translated from the source schemas to the mediated schema.

First, we must create the mediated schema. We can reduce the problem of creating the mediated schema
to three tasks: (1) creating a mapping between the source schemas by matching the two schemas to determine
where they overlap, (2) merging the two schemas to create a data-model-independent mediated schema, and (3)
applying a translation operator to transform the schema into a specific data model (e.g., relational).

Consider the first task of creating a mapping between the two schemas [DMDH02, MHH00, MBR01, RB01].
Suppose each database’s actor information is structured as an XML-tree-like representation where each edge is
a sub-element relationship, as shown in Figure 1. In this example, the matching task is trivial since elements that
correspond to each another have the same name. However, even with such a perfect mapping, differences can
remain. For example, the Video Place database (VPDB) represents an actor’s name by a single element while
the Movie Reviews database (MRDB) represents it by two elements, FirstName and LastName.

Given this difference, should the mediated schema represent Name as one element, two elements (FirstName
and LastName), three elements (Name with FirstName and LastName as children), or some other way? The
answer affects the behavior of Merge, the amount of guidance about the merge result that should be encoded in
the mapping, and the semantics of the mapping needed between the source schemas and mediated schema. The
first two issues are largely data-model-independent. Often the third is too, as in our example where the semantics
can be expressed by concatenation, an operator present in most view definition languages. Yet most work on
merging schemas concentrates on performing the task in a data-model-specific way, e.g., for XML [BM99],
or relational and object-oriented databases [LNE89, BC86]. Our goal here is to show how to abstract out the
data-model-independent part of the task so it can be reused for any data model. The data-model-dependent part
can be performed as a separate subsequent step.

Section 2 describes how to merge two source schemas to create a mediated schema, given an initial mapping
between the source schemas. Section 3 describes the kinds of conflicts encountered in creating the mediated
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Figure 1: The actor information schema from (a) MRDB and (b) VPDB stored in a generic graph representation

schema. Section 4 describes issues that occur when the semantics of a specific data model is desired. Section 5
describes model management, a data-model-independent approach to a broader collection of schema-related
problems similar to the one discussed here. Section 6 concludes.

2 Creating the Mediated Schema

Our goal is to design a generic (i.e., data-model-independent) merge operator that, given two schemas and a
mapping between them, returns a merged (i.e., mediated) schema that describes all of the information in the
input schemas. To be generic, Merge must use a schema representation that is rich enough to encode features
of most commonly used data models. We refer to a schema in this data-model-independent representation as a
model. Due to space limitations, we’ll use an oversimplified representation consisting of elements, properties,
and relationships. An element is a first-class object that can have single-valued scalar properties, including name
and (unique) ID, and relationships that connect it to other elements. There are two kinds of relationships: Con-
tains that connects an element to its components, and Type-Of that connects an element to its type (which is an
element). A model is represented by a set of elements that are connected by Contains and Type-Of relationships.
A meta-model is a set of elements that represents the types in a given data model, e.g., for SQL schemas or
ODMG schemas [CBB+00]. Usually all elements of a model have types taken from one meta-model (e.g., a
relational schema). For simplicity, types are omitted from the figures. The meta-meta-model is the represen-
tation in which models and meta-models are expressed; in our case it consists of the elements, properties, and
relationships described above.

The mapping that is input to Merge is a model some of whose elements are mapping elements, each of which
tells how some elements in the two source schemas are related to each other. A mapping element has:

• Mapping relationships (a third kind of relationship) to corresponding elements of the source schemas.

• Figure 2 specifies a potential mapping between MRDB and VPDB where all mapping elements have
HowRelated = “equal”. If corresponding source elements are tagged as equal, then Merge will collapse
them into a single element in the merged schema. By contrast, a different mapping between MRDB and
VPDB might indicate that Name corresponds to (but is not equal to) FirstName and LastName. This would
be represented by replacing elements 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2 by a single mapping element with HowRelated
= “similar” and with mapping relationships to Name, FirstName and LastName. Merge preserves each
similarity mapping element along with the elements it relates to, so that later operations that understand
the semantics of the similarity can resolve them.

• An optional property, called Expression, that provides semantics for the correspondence. For example,
Expression might say that Name equals FirstName concatenated with LastName. An expression may be
meta-model specific. For example, it might be expressed as a conjunctive query.

The mapping need not (and usually does not) refer to all elements of the source models. As well, mappings
between elements in the models do not have to be one-to-one.

Reifying a mapping as a model allows us to represent more complex relationships between the input schemas
than could be represented by direct correspondences between the input schemas. For example, the mapping in
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Figure 2: This mapping relates the actor information in MRDB to the actor information in the VPDB. The
dashed lines represent mapping relationships

Figure 2 shows that FirstName and LastName in MRDB are effectively sub-elements of Name in VPDB. This is
stylistically similar to mappings in [CL93, MBDH02], where a mapping is a logical expression over elements in
the two source schemas. We encapsulate such logical expressions in a mapping element’s Expression property.

The merge operator produces a mediated schema with the following properties:

• Elements in the two source schemas that are declared to be equal by the mapping are collapsed into one
element.

• Elements in the two source schemas that are declared to be similar by the mapping are retained as distinct
elements in the mediated schema, along with a description of the similarity relationship between them.
We do not specify the detailed semantics of the similarity relationship since that is data-model-dependent.

• Elements in a source schema that are not related to the mapping are retained as distinct elements in the
mediated schema.

• For each relationship between two elements in a source schema, if the two elements remain distinct in the
mediated schema, then the relationship is copied to the mediated schema

• Each element in the mediated schema includes the disjoint union of all the properties of the input elements
from which it was derived.

• No additional elements or relationships are in the result beyond those implied by the previous five bullets
unless needed to satisfy constraints (see Section 3).

For example, using the mapping in Figure 2, Merge would return the mediated schema shown in Figure 3.
Merge also returns a mapping between the mediated schema and each source schema. Each mapping relates

each element in the mediated schema to the source schema elements that correspond to it. These mappings are
not shown in the figure.

3 Conflict Resolution

A schema returned by the previously described merge operator may be semantically flawed. In particular,
the schema may be internally inconsistent (i.e., no non-empty database satisfies its constraints) or ambiguous
(e.g., incompatibilities between the source schemas have not been reconciled). Most published schema merging
algorithms address such flaws by so-called conflict resolution rules.

We classify these flaws into three kinds of schema conflicts: representation (model) conflicts, meta-model
conflicts, and fundamental (meta-meta-model) conflicts. Some of them are meta-model-specific and are there-
fore not appropriate to solve in a generic Merge. Others are generic. We describe here the different classes of
conflicts and where they should be resolved.
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Figure 3: The result of merging the source schemas using the mapping in Figure 2.

Representation Conflicts A representation conflict arises when two source schemas describe the same con-
cept in different ways. Our running example has one such representation conflict: an actor’s name is represented
by two elements in MRDB (FirstName and LastName) but by one element in VPDB (Name).

We solve a representation conflict by requiring a mapping between the conflicting representations. The
mapping describes how the elements in one representation are related to those of the other. This explicitly deter-
mines the representation in the mediated schema, including how many elements must be present in the mediated
schema and their relationship to one another. If the mapping specifies that the conflicting representations are
equal, then Merge can simply collapse the representations into a single element that includes all relationships in-
cident to the elements in the source schemas. If the mapping says that the conflicting representations are similar,
then the mediated schema retains the correspondence. In either case, Merge resolves the representation conflict
simply by following the course that the mapping has laid out.

For example, the mapping in Figure 2 specifies one possible resolution to the name conflict. The result of
that resolution is shown in Figure 3. In this case Name has FirstName and LastName as sub-elements.

Meta-model Conflicts Meta-model conflicts occur when the merge result violates schema constraints specific
to a given meta-model (e.g., SQL). For example, suppose that MRDB is a relational database, VPDB is an XML
database, and we want the mediated schema to be relational. If we model Actor as a table and use the mapping
in Figure 2 to obtain the result in Figure 3, there will be a meta-model conflict because SQL (a particular meta-
model) has no concept of sub-column.

By definition, meta-model conflicts must be solved with respect to a specific meta-model, i.e., data model.
That is, they are inherently non-generic, so we leave them to be solved after the generic Merge. This adds
another requirement to Merge: It must retain enough information in the merge result to enable a post-processing
step to repair meta-model conflicts.

Fundamental Conflicts A fundamental conflict arises when the merge result is not a well-formed schema
according to the rules of the meta-meta-model. One example is that the meta-meta-model may require an
element to have at most one type. So an element with two types manifests a fundamental conflict. For example,
VPDB might say Actor ID is of type integer while MRDB says it is of type string. According to the properties
of Merge, Actor ID should be both of type date and string, which is a fundamental conflict.

Since Merge must return a well-formed instance of the meta-meta-model, it must resolve fundamental con-
flicts. Resolution rules for some fundamental conflicts have been proposed, such as [BDK92] for the above
one-type restriction. We have identified some other types of fundamental conflicts and resolution rules for them.
We incorporate all of these rules into our generic Merge.

4 Semantics

While creating the generic mediated schema can be largely done without considering semantics, semantic is-
sues are unavoidable to make the mediated schema useful. One example is enforcing constraints by resolving
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Figure 4: The desired mapping can be created by composing the previously existing mapping between S and S ′

and the implied mapping between M and S′

representation and meta-model conflicts, as discussed in Section 3.
We must be able to translate user queries posed over the mediated schema into queries over the source

schemas. To do so requires semantic mappings that describe how the mediated schema is populated with tuples
based on tuples in the source relations. Merge only provides generic mappings from the mediated schema
back to the source schemas. While these mappings lack the necessary semantics, they constrain the problem of
determining the semantic mappings.

Clio [MHH00] allows users to create semantic mappings based on value correspondences which provide
information that items are related. Using the additional structure that our mappings offer over their value corre-
spondences, we suspect that some of the mapping semantics can be generated automatically. We plan to explore
this, particularly how to exploit the Expression properties of the mapping elements of the mapping that is input
to Merge.

5 Model Management and Data Integration

The merge operator described here addresses only one of the schema manipulation problems that arise in data
integration. In [BHP00], we proposed several other generic schema manipulation operators as part of a general-
purpose model management system. (There we exclusively use the term model instead of schema to emphasize
it genericity.) The other main operators are:

• Match - create a mapping between two given models

• Apply - apply a function to all of the elements in a given model

• Compose - given a mapping between models A and B and a mapping between models B and C, compose
them to return a mapping between A and C

• Difference - given two models and a mapping between them, return a model consisting of all the items in
the first model that are not mapped to the second model.

These operators can help us solve other data integration problems. For example, Apply can be used to
encapsulate resolution rules for meta-model conflicts and, therefore, to do the necessary post-processing on the
result of Merge. As another example, suppose a mediated schema M was constructed by a series of merges, and
we want to add another source S. First, we use Match to create a mapping between S and M, followed by human
review to polish the mapping. Then we use Merge to return a schema that subsumes S and M.

Suppose that instead of using Match to create a new mapping between M and S we can use a previously
existing mapping between S and a source S′ that has already been incorporated into M, as shown in Figure 4.
We can compose the S–S′ mapping with the S′–M mapping that was returned by Merge, to create a mapping
between M and S.

The mapping returned by Merge between a source schema S and a mediated schema M can also be used to
identify which elements to remove from M should S leave. The difference operator can tell which elements of
M correspond to those in S. Such elements that are not in the range of a mapping between M and some other
data source should be removed.
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6 Summary

We presented a generic merge operator for creating a mediated schema, discussed various conflicts that can
arise, and how we solve them in generic model management framework.
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